Role of polymorphs in inflammatory cartilage destruction in adjuvant arthritis of rats
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SUMMARY  The inflammatory destruction of cartilage in rat adjuvant arthritis has been studied by histochemistry and autoradiography. Naphthol-AS-D-chloroacetate esterase has been used as a marker for polymorphs. The evidence presented here shows that polymorphs accumulate at the cartilage-pannus border and in areas of cartilage loss. These cells appear therefore to be of decisive importance for the destruction of cartilage. Proteoglycans were demonstrated by safranin-O staining: there is a loss of PG that is particularly prominent in zones where pannus had invaded cartilage. By means of 35S labelling of proteoglycans it was possible to show that pannus containing polymorphs can invade living cartilage.

The hyaline cartilage of joints, normally resistant to neoplastic invasion, can be completely destroyed by inflammatory disease. The mechanism of inflammatory cartilage destruction is not fully understood, although in rheumatoid arthritis it has been established that enzymes derived from pannus cells can destroy the cartilage matrix.

Biochemical studies show that the enzymes of neutrophil granulocytes (polymorphs) are also capable of breaking down the components of cartilage matrix. Elastase, which can degrade proteoglycans as well as collagen, seems of particular importance. Nevertheless, the question of where and when the enzymes from polymorphs attack cartilage has not been clarified. Contrary to the findings of Mohr and Wessinghage, Mohr et al., and Menninger et al., most investigators believe that polymorphs are not found in rheumatoid arthritis pannus. However, it is accepted that the destructive infiltration of cartilage by polymorphs is characteristic of septic arthritis.

These differing views may, of course, derive from analyses of rheumatoid synovia and cartilage obtained at different stages of the disease or patients subjected to entirely distinct therapeutic regimens.

Whether or not pannus from the articular recess invades living or only necrotic cartilage is also unknown. Investigations of adjuvant arthritis in the rat and of rheumatoid arthritis in man suggest that pannus can invade cartilage in which chondrocytes remain viable, a view in accord with the role attributable to catabolin. However, there are still some who believe that destruction by pannus is confined to previously damaged or necrotic cartilage.

The purpose of the present study was to answer the questions: (1) Can polymorphs play a role in the inflammatory destruction of cartilage? (2) What influence has inflammation on the characteristics of cartilage proteoglycans? (3) Can pannus invade living cartilage? It was decided to approach these questions with the rat adjuvant arthritis model, despite the limitation that this model is not precisely analogous with any known human disease.

Material and methods

Forty-eight 50-day-old AF/Han-EMD-SPF rats were used. Twenty-four animals received injections of 0.05 ml complete Freund's adjuvant (50 mg suspension of Mycobacterium tuberculosis of strains C, DT, and PN, in 50 ml viscous paraffin, EMD Cat. No. 7160) intradermally into the sole of the right foot. Twenty-four untreated rats served as controls.

Seventeen and 31 days after administering the adjuvant both arthritic and nonarthritic rats (Fig. 1) were injected with radioactive sulphate intravenously (35S-sodium sulphate in physiological saline, New England Nuclear Chemicals GmbH, Dreieichenhain). The activity administered amounted to 3
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μCi/g body weight. During the course of the experiment 1 arthritic and 1 nonarthritic animal died. 30 min and 1 h and 4 and 7 days after the injection of the $^{35}$S 3 arthritic and 3 nonarthritic animals were perfused with buffered formalin while under an atmosphere of CO$_2$ (Fig. 1). Both hind feet were separated and, after further fixation in neutral formalin, were decalcified in versene (Titriplex III). The feet were bisected. After paraffin embedding, 7 μm sections were prepared.

Studies were always made of the tibiotarsal joint. Sections were stained with haematoxylin-eosin (HE) and reacted by the naphthol-AS-D-chloroacetate esterase (NADCE) method to identify polymorphs. Proteoglycans (PG) were detected with safranin-O (S-O). For autoradiography sections were coated with Ilford L$_4$ nuclear research emulsion and exposed in darkness for 11 days. After development, these sections were stained with HE.

**Results**

The results of the investigations of polymorph and of proteoglycan staining and of autoradiography recorded during the 17–24 and 31–38-day intervals (Fig. 1) were consolidated. No significant differences were found between the groups, although of course the destruction of cartilage was more advanced in the latter group.

**Localisation of Neutrophilic Granulocytes**

There were normally no polymorphs in the articular capsule of nonarthritic animals. Arthritis developed in all adjuvant injected animals. However, the extent of inflammation in animals killed after the 31st day had diminished, and in these animals there was advanced destruction of cartilage. The inflamed synovial and capsular tissue was heavily infiltrated by polymorphs.

When the cartilage surface was covered by pannus, it often contained many polymorphs. Polymorphs were seen to accumulate marginally on an intact cartilage surface (Fig. 2a); irregularities of the cartilage surface could also develop near these cell infiltrates. If in advanced cases there was destruction of cartilage, it was noted that narrow strips of cartilage were surrounded by polymorphs (Fig. 2b).

**Safranin-O Stainability**

Hyaline articular cartilage stained red in nonarthritic animals. However, minor differences were present in the stainability between the weakly stained superficial cartilage and the more intensively stained deeper cartilage.

In arthritic animals cartilage stainability depended on the extent of the inflammation. If there was only an inflammatory exudate in the joint space, then the cartilage stainability was comparable to that of control animals. If pannus had formed, cartilage
adjacent to the pannus tissue stained less deeply. If pannus was invading cartilage, S-O stainability, particularly near the invading pannus, almost disappeared. Some chondrocytes remained in the vicinity, surrounded by a safraninophilic border; further away, cartilage matrix stained deeply (Fig. 2c). Small cartilage fragments completely surrounded by pannus usually showed little or no S-O reaction.

**35S LABELLING OF CARTILAGE**

In nonarthritic animals silver grains were found, preferentially over chondrocytes 30 min after the injection of 35S. A few silver grains were seen over adjacent matrix. Chondrocytes in the radial zone were more prominently labelled than those in the tangential cell layer. After 1 day the labelling over chondrocytes and intercellular matrix was more intense. There was a slight increase in the intensity of labelling on the 4th and 7th days; in particular, the labelling of the intercellular matrix was more intense.

In 17- and 31-day arthritic animals silver grains were preferentially localised over chondrocytes, but
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Fig. 2 (a): Pannus (P) at cartilage surface. In area immediately bordering the smooth cartilage surface (C) accumulations of polymorphs (arrows). (BM = bone marrow pannus). (NADCE, × 267). (b): Narrow strip of remaining cartilage (C) surrounded by border of polymorphs (arrows) which invade the cartilage from superficial pannus (P) and from bone marrow pannus (BM). (NADCE, × 267). (c): Almost complete loss of S-O stainability in cartilage severely destroyed by pannus (black C). Retained S-O stainability of cartilage border not invaded (white C) (P = surface pannus, BM = bone marrow pannus). (S-O, × 267).
in smaller amounts over the intercellular matrix 30 min after injecting $^{35}$S. Silver grains were present over cartilage with (Fig. 3a) and without pannus. In several joints cartilage covered or invaded by pannus (Fig. 3b) was less intensely labelled. In areas where polymorphs had penetrated, the cartilage matrix labelling was usually reduced. Nevertheless it was evident that there were still silver grains over chondrocytes when polymorphs lay nearby (Fig. 3c).

Labelling of chondrocytes and of the intercellular matrix was intense in arthritic animals after 1 day. Pannus-covered cartilage showed lower radioactivity in several animals, but radioactivity was still present even when the cartilage was surrounded or invaded by pannus.

After 4 days labelling was intense over the chondrocytes and matrix in arthritic animals. The labelling of pannus-covered cartilage was usually of low intensity; labelling was also slight when cartilage was invaded by pannus.

The findings at day 7 after labelling with $^{35}$S were comparable to those on the 4th day. There was intense labelling not only of chondrocytes but also of intercellular substance. Pannus-covered cartilage

---

**Fig. 3 (a):** $^{35}$SO$_4$ labelling of cartilage of arthritic rat 30 min after injection of isotope. Highest degree of labelling is over chondrocytes; only few silver grains above intercellular matrix (C = cartilage, P = surface pannus, BM = bone marrow pannus). (Autoradiograph, H and E, ×423). (b): $^{35}$SO$_4$ labelling of cartilage of arthritic rat 30 min after injection of isotope. Slight difference between cartilage invaded by pannus (arrows) and adjacent area showing no invasion (C = cartilage, P = surface pannus, BM = bone marrow pannus). (Autoradiograph, H and E, ×423). (c): Slight $^{35}$SO$_4$ labelling over cartilage invaded by pannus with many invading polymorphs (n) (arthritic rat—30 minutes after $^{35}$S) (C = cartilage, P = surface pannus, BM = bone marrow pannus). (Autoradiograph, H and E, ×423).
showed silver grains over chondrocytes and matrix. However, the number of silver grains in cartilaginous areas covered by pannus was decreased.

Discussion

In rat adjuvant arthritis those synovial joints that are principally affected are destroyed within a few weeks. The process terminates in fibrous and in bony ankylosis. In rheumatoid arthritis in man many years may elapse before the synovial joints are destroyed to a similar extent. Despite this significant difference, some of the morphological events in cartilage destruction may be comparable in both diseases. The animal model therefore may be used to examine 3 questions regarding cartilage destruction.

Two principal arguments have been advanced against the role of polymorphs in cartilage destruction in nonbacterial arthritis. First, the granulocyte proteases of synovial fluid are inactivated by inhibitors; secondly, no granulocytes are said to exist in pannus near the injured cartilage. In earlier studies of adjuvant arthritis the presence of polymorphs in the areas of cartilage destruction was confirmed. The present investigations show that many polymorphs are present in the pannus: they accumulate at the pannus-cartilage border but are also present in cartilage resorption lacunae and can surround islands of disrupted cartilage. The capacity of granulocytic enzymes to destroy cartilage matrix has been investigated primarily in human leucocytes, but Anderson detected collagenase in rat polymorphs. It may be concluded that these cells release enzymes directly at the cartilage-pannus border, leading to cartilage destruction, confirming opinions regarding the pathogenesis of rheumatoid arthritis and infectious arthritis. Neutrophilic granulocytes can therefore be said to be of significance in destroying cartilage in the acute stages of the human and animal disease; however, this does not exclude the participation in cartilage destruction of mononuclear pannus cells causing a slowly progressive cartilage loss.

Safranin staining can reveal the proteoglycan content of cartilage in man and the rat. Human arthritis leads to an early loss of PG. In rat adjuvant arthritis there is only a slight decrease in S-O stainability. The greatest loss occurs in areas where invasive pannus penetrates cartilage. It can therefore be concluded that not only the loss of PG but also the destruction of cartilage is most pronounced where pannus has come into direct contact with cartilage. Both enzymes from the pannus cells and those from polymorphs may be able to degrade PG. Since elastase can be traced by the NADCE reaction it can be assumed that this enzyme is present in the polymorphs of the rat and that it can be effective in degrading PG of cartilage in rats adjuvant arthritis. Notwithstanding Dingle's views, chondrocyte enzymes appear less significant in PG destruction: in areas remote from pannus, where the S-O stainability of the matrix is reduced, the chondrocytes are surrounded by zones of safraninophilic material. This finding supports the view of Panagides et al., who concluded that chondrocyte enzymes have no significance in cartilage destruction.

Pannus is thought to grow into previously damaged cartilage. The ability of the chondrocytes to incorporate S and release labelled GAG into the intercellular substance is an essential function of the living cells. Because pannus penetrates cartilage labelled with S, it can be concluded that living cartilage is destroyed.

Observations made in the first 24 h after S labelling indicate the viability of chondrocytes. However, autoradiographic findings 4 and 7 days after S administration can be interpreted in alternative ways. Because there is reduced labelling near invading pannus it can be assumed that enzymes from the pannus cells or granulocytes intensify PG destruction, supporting the results of tests of cartilage with S staining and corroborating the view that there is lysis of PG in the immediate neighbourhood of pannus. This indicates that loss of PG is not the cause but rather the result of pannus destruction. On the other hand the possibility that a reduced incorporation of S occurs in cartilage surrounded by pannus must also be taken into consideration.

It therefore appears, first, that neutrophilic granulocytes are significant cellular constituents in the inflammatory cartilage destruction of rat adjuvant arthritis; secondly, that enzymes of the invading pannus are particularly capable of destroying proteoglycans in the invaded zones; and, thirdly, that pannus can destroy living cartilage.
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